Machine-to-Machine (M2M) networks are an emerging technology with applications in various fields including smart grids, healthcare, vehicular telematics, smart cities etc. Heterogeneous M2M networks contain different types of nodes, e.g., nodes that send emergency, periodic and normal type data. An important problem is to rapidly estimate the number of active nodes of each node type in every time frame in such a network. In this paper, we design an estimation scheme for estimating the active node cardinalities of each node type in a heterogeneous M2M network with three types of nodes. Our scheme consists of two phases-in phase 1, coarse estimates are computed and these estimates are used to compute the final estimates to the required accuracy level in phase 2. We analytically derive a condition that can be used to decide as to which of two possible approaches is to be used in phase 2. Using simulations, we show that our proposed scheme requires significantly fewer time slots to execute compared to separately executing a well-known estimation protocol designed for a homogeneous network in prior work thrice to estimate the cardinalities of the three node types, even though both these schemes obtain estimates with the same accuracy.
I. Introduction
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communications is emerging as a key technology for connecting together a very large number of autonomous devices that require minimal to zero human intervention in order to generate, process and transmit data [1] . M2M networks have extensive applications in various fields including smart grids, health care, vehicular telematics, smart cities, security and public safety, agriculture and industrial automation [2] .
The design of efficient networking protocols to cater to the increasing number of M2M devices is turning out to be an important research field [2] . In particular, the design of medium access control (MAC) protocols for M2M networks is challenging because they have a number of unique characteristics, e.g., (i) network access needs to be provided to an extremely large number of M2M devices, (ii) most M2M devices are battery powered and have limited power availability, (iii) the quality of service (QoS) requirements in M2M applications differ from those in Human-to-Human (H2H) communications and are also different for different M2M devices [3] . A key component of a MAC protocol for M2M networks is an estimation protocol that rapidly estimates the number of active Owing to the importance of active node cardinality estimation as part of the design of a MAC protocol, a lot of research has been carried out in estimating the number of active devices in a homogeneous M2M network [4] - [9] . Also, in [4] - [9] , using the estimates obtained, the contention probabilities that maximize the throughput of their respective MAC protocols for M2M networks are determined. The problem of node cardinality estimation in M2M networks is similar to that of tag cardinality estimation in the context of RFID technology. In particular, in the latter context, an RFID reader estimates the number of tags, similar to the former context, in which a base station estimates the number of active nodes in an M2M network. Schemes for estimating the number of tags in an RFID system have been proposed in [13] - [23] . However, all of the above node cardinality estimation schemes [4] - [9] , [13] - [23] are designed for homogeneous networks.
To the best of our knowledge, in prior literature there is only one work 1, viz., our prior work [11] , [12] , which designs a node cardinality estimation scheme for heterogeneous networks. We now compare the estimation scheme proposed in this paper with that proposed in [11] , [12] . After carefully reviewing various estimation protocols, including Enhanced Zero-Based estimator [13] , Lottery Frame (LoF) based estimator [15] , Probabilistic Estimating Tree estimator [16] , Zero-One estimator [17] , and Arbitrarily Accurate Approximation estimator [18] , the authors of [20] have shown that for an estimation protocol for a homogeneous network to be efficient, i.e., for it to take the minimum possible number of time slots to estimate the node cardinality for a given set of specifications of accuracy, it is necessary that the protocol have two phases-a phase for obtaining a coarse estimate, followed by a phase that uses the coarse estimate to achieve an accuracy target. Also, the authors of [20] have devised an improved protocol, viz., the simple RFID counting (SRC S ) protocol, which has two phases, for tag cardinality estimation in homogeneous RFID networks. Our proposed scheme in this paper is designed by extending the SRC S protocol to estimate the active node cardinalities of each node type in a heterogeneous M2M network with three types of nodes. The estimation protocol proposed in our prior work [11] , [12] was designed by extending the LoF protocol [15] , which is a node cardinality estimation protocol for a homogeneous network, for node cardinality estimation in a heterogeneous network; the estimation scheme proposed in this paper outperforms that in [11] , [12] since the former is designed by extending the SRC S protocol [20] , which has been shown to outperform the LoF protocol [15] in [20] in terms of number of slots required, for node cardinality estimation in a heterogeneous network.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The network model and problem formulation are described in Section II-A.
The SRC S protocol [20] is reviewed in Section II-B. The estimation protocol designed for a heterogeneous M2M network in our prior work [11] is reviewed in Section II-C. The node cardinality estimation scheme for heterogeneous M2M networks proposed in this paper is described in Section III-A. In Section III-B, we compute the expected number of slots required by our scheme to execute. Our proposed scheme consists of two phases and one of two possible approaches is used in phase 2; the condition that is used to decide as to which approach is to be used in phase 2 is derived in Section III-C. We evaluate the performance of our proposed estimation scheme via simulations in Section IV. Finally, we provide conclusions and directions for further research in Section V.
II. Model, Problem Formulation and Background

A. The Node Cardinality Estimation Problem in a Heterogeneous M2M Network
Consider a heterogeneous M2M network consisting of a base station (BS) and three different types-say Type 1 (T 1 ), Type 2 (T 2 ), and Type 3 (T 3 )-of nodes within its range as shown in Fig. 1 . Time is divided into frames of equal durations, 1Note that [12] is an extended version of the conference paper [11] . Figure 1 : A base station with three different types of nodes within its range. and in each frame only a subset of the nodes of each type have data to send to the BS. We call these nodes as active nodes. Let n b be the number of active nodes of Type b, b ∈ {1, 2, 3}, in a given frame. Our objective is to rapidly estimate the number of active nodes, n b , b ∈ {1, 2, 3}, of each type.
B. Review of SRC S Protocol [20]
We now review the SRC S protocol [20] , which is a node cardinality estimation protocol for homogeneous networks, and which we extend for node cardinality estimation in heterogeneous networks.
The goal of a cardinality estimation protocol for a homogeneous network is to produce an estimate, sayn, for n (the actual number of active nodes), so that P(|n−n| ≤ εn) ≥ 1−δ , where ε, the relative error, and δ , the required accuracy, are user specified. SRC S is a two phase protocol (see Fig. 2 ); at the end of the first phase (respectively, second phase), it finds a rough estimateñ (respectively, the final estimaten) [20] . The first (respectively, second) phase of the protocol consists of a sequence of trials (respectively, a single trial), and each trial consists of a certain number of slots. The number of slots in a trial is called the length of the trial. At the beginning of each trial, the BS sends a command to the nodes. This causes the nodes to initialize their local state machines and potentially load new random numbers. Next, in each slot within that trial, a node transmits or does not transmit based on the command,
Probability of transmission in each slot by each node Slot Number its local state, and its random number. After a trial, a slot can be in one of the following three states: (i) Empty: There are no nodes that have transmitted in that slot, (ii) Success: Exactly one node has transmitted in that slot, (iii) Collision: More than one node have transmitted in that slot.
The first phase of the SRC S protocol consists of a sequence of independent trials of the LoF protocol [15] ; let t n,max be the number of trials of the LoF protocol conducted. Fig. 3 shows a single trial of the LoF protocol. Let n all be the total number of nodes manufactured and t = ⌈log 2 n all ⌉. In each trial of the LoF protocol, every active node randomly chooses a slot according to the following distribution: for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,t −1}, the i th slot is chosen with probability (1/2 i ) and the t th slot is chosen with probability (1/2 t−1 ). Each active node transmits in its chosen slot. For each t n ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,t n,max }, let j(t n ) be the smallest number j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,t}, such that the j th slot is empty in the t th n trial. The estimate of the number of active nodes found in the t th n trial isñ(t n ) = 1.2897 × 2 j(t n )−1 . At the end of all t n,max trials, the average of their outputs is the estimated number of active nodes, i.e.,ñ = mean{ñ(1),ñ(2), . . . ,ñ(t n,max )}. Now, the number of trials, t n,max , is determined based on the required accuracy δ . For example, for δ = 0.2, t n,max = 10 is used.
Phase 2 of the SRC S protocol consists of a single trial of l slots; each active node independently participates (respectively, does not participate) in the trial with probability p (respectively, 1 − p). Also, each node that participates transmits in a slot selected uniformly at random from the l slots (see Fig. 2 ). The parameter value p = min (1, 1.6l/ñ) is used. The parameter l is a function of the relative error ε and it is found from a numerical lookup table, which is constructed by executing the SRC S protocol for different values of n, and finding the value of l required to achieve a given value of ε [20] . Note that the expected fraction of empty slots, out of the l slots, is (1 − p/l) n . The protocol counts the number of empty slots, say z, out of the l slots. The final estimate generated by the protocol isn = ln(z/l)/ln(1 − p/l).
C. Review of Node Cardinality Estimation Protocol for Heterogeneous M2M Networks Proposed in [11]
We now briefly review the node cardinality estimation scheme proposed in our prior work [11] since we use it as part of the estimation scheme proposed in this paper. The scheme proposed in [11] extends the LoF protocol [15] for obtaining separate estimates of the active node cardinalities of each node type in a heterogeneous M2M network with three types of nodes (see Section II-A). Also, the scheme proposed in [11] consists of 3 stages (see Fig. 4 ) and we henceforth refer to it as the "3-stage technique". S1;1 S1;2 S2;1 S2; Figure 4 : The figure shows the frame structure used in the 3-stage technique proposed in [11] .
As in Section II-B, let t be the number of slots required for the execution of a single trial of the LoF protocol. Stage 1 of the 3-stage technique consists of t blocks, B i , i ∈ {1, . . . ,t} (see Fig. 4 ). Each block, B i , is divided into two slots S i,1 and S i,2 . Each active node of each of the three types chooses a block number at random according to the distribution used in LoF (see Section II-B), i.e., for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,t − 1}, block B i is chosen with probability (1/2 i ) and block B t is chosen with probability (1/2 t−1 ). T 1 active nodes whose chosen block is B i transmit symbol α in both slots, S i,1 and S i,2 , of block B i . T 2 (respectively, T 3 ) active nodes whose chosen block is B i transmit symbol β only in slot S i,1 (respectively, S i,2 ). Stage 1 concludes with this. Now, it has been shown in [11] that if a collision occurs in at most one slot of a given block B i , then the set of types of nodes that transmitted in block B i can be unambiguously inferred by the BS. However, for some blocks B i of stage 1, collisions in both slots of the block may occur; in this case, the BS has ambiguity about the types of nodes that transmitted in those particular blocks. To resolve the ambiguity, after the end of this stage, the BS transmits the list of all block numbers for which collisions in both their slots occured via a broadcast packet (BP) (see Fig. 4 ). In stage 2, there are K slots, where K is the number of blocks in stage 1 in which a collision occurred in both of its slots. In the i th slot of stage 2, T 1 nodes that transmitted in the i th block of stage 1 in which collisions occurred in both the slots, transmit symbol α. T 2 and T 3 nodes do not transmit in stage 2. Now, it is easy to see that at the end of stage 2, the BS unambiguously knows the set of block numbers of stage 1 in which T 1 nodes transmitted. However, if in stage 2, there are collisions in some of the slots, ambiguity remains with the BS on whether T 2 and T 3 nodes transmitted in the corresponding blocks of stage 1 or not. To resolve this ambiguity, after the end of stage 2, the BS transmit a BP containing the list of blocks of stage 1 for which collisions occurred in the corresponding slots of stage 2. Suppose there are R blocks in this list. In stage 3, 2R slots are used. For i ∈ {1, . . . , R}, T 2 (respectively, T 3 ) active nodes corresponding to the i th block in the above list transmit symbol β in the (2i − 1) th (respectively, (2i) th ) slot of stage 3. It is easy to see that at the end of stage 3, the BS unambiguously knows the sets, say I 1 , I 2 and I 3 , of block numbers of stage 1 in which T 1 , T 2 and T 3 nodes respectively transmitted. For k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, let j k be the smallest number j such that no T k node transmitted in the j th block of stage 1. Then the estimate of the number of active nodes of T k is 1.2897 × 2 j k −1 (see Section II-B). Now, the node cardinality estimate of each T k obtained using the protocol proposed in [11] equals, and hence is as accurate as, the estimate that would have been obtained if the LoF protocol were separately executed thrice to estimate the number of active nodes of each type. However, under mild conditions, the amount of time needed by the estimation protocol proposed in [11] is much lower than the amount of time that would have been needed if the LoF protocol were separately executed thrice.
III. Proposed Node Cardinality Estimation Scheme for
Heterogeneous M2M Networks
A. Proposed Node Cardinality Estimation Scheme
We now describe the proposed scheme, which is an extension of the SRC S protocol for estimating the number of active nodes of each type in the model with a BS and three different types of nodes in its range described in Section II-A. The proposed scheme consists of two phases-they correspond to the two phases of the SRC S protocol as explained below.
Recall from Section II-B that the first phase of the SRC S protocol is a series of independent trials of the LoF protocol.
Since it is shown in [11] that, under mild conditions, the 3stage technique (described in Section II-C) takes less time compared to three separate executions of the LoF protocol for estimating the active node cardinalities of the three types of nodes, we use a series of independent executions of the 3-stage technique in the first phase of the proposed scheme.
At the end of the first phase of the proposed scheme, we obtain rough estimates, sayñ 1 ,ñ 2 , andñ 3 , of the numbers of active nodes of T 1 , T 2 , and T 3 respectively. Note that these estimates are the same as those that would have been obtained if the first phase of the SRC S protocol were separately executed thrice for the three node types. Next, recall from Section II-B that the second phase of the SRC S protocol has a single trial. The number of slots, l, in the trial depends on the relative error ε we want (see Section II-B). We take the value of ε to be the same for all the three node types; hence, the length, l, of the trial would be the same for all the three node types. Let
for b ∈ {1, 2, 3} (see Section II-B). Now, one possible approach to execute the second phase of the proposed scheme is to separately execute phase 2 of the SRC S protocol for each of the three node types. Note that this requires a total of 3l time slots to execute. An alternative approach to execute the second phase of the proposed scheme is to use the 3-stage technique described in Section II-C with the change that in stage 1, l blocks are used and for b ∈ {1, 2, 3}, each node of Type b independently transmits with probability p b in a block chosen uniformly at random from the l blocks and does not transmit with probability 1 − p b . It is easy to see that at the end of stage 3, the BS unambiguously knows the sets, say I 1 , I 2 and I 3 , of block numbers of stage 1 in which T 1 , T 2 and T 3 nodes respectively transmitted. From the sets I 1 , I 2 and I 3 , for each b ∈ {1, 2, 3}, z b , which is the number of slots that would have been empty if phase 2 of the SRC S protocol were executed for T b nodes, can be deduced. For each b ∈ {1, 2, 3}, the final estimate of the number of active nodes of Type b is calculated at the end of the second phase asn b = ln(z b /l)/ln(1 − p b /l) (see Section II-B). Note that irrespective of which of the above two approaches is used, the final node cardinality estimate,n b , of each Type b ∈ {1, 2, 3}, obtained using the proposed scheme equals, and hence is as accurate as, the estimate that would have been obtained if the SRC S protocol were separately executed thrice to estimate the number of active nodes of each type.
In order to minimize the execution time of the second phase of the proposed scheme, we have obtained a condition which, if satisfied, we use the 3-stage technique, else we separately execute phase 2 of the SRC S protocol thrice for the three node types. This condition is derived in Section III-C.
B. Expected Number of Slots Required in Second Phase of the Proposed Scheme
Clearly, if three separate executions of the second phase of the SRC S protocol are used in the second phase of the proposed scheme, then 3l slots are required. Now we compute the expected number of slots required in the second phase assuming that the 3-stage technique is used. This will be used in Section III-C to derive the condition using which we decide as to which approach to use in the second phase.
The number of slots required in the first stage is 2l. Using the notation introduced in Section II-C, let K (respectively, 2R) be the number of slots required in stage 2 (respectively, stage 3). Let S r i,1 (respectively, S r i,2 ), i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , l} represent the result (collision, success or empty slot) of the first (respectively, second) slot of block B i of stage 1. Also, let I υ denote the indicator random variable corresponding to event υ, i.e., I υ is 1 if υ occurs, else it is 0.
From Sections II-C and III-A, it is easy to see that
The conditions under which collisions occur in both the slots of block B i are as follows:
1) At least two nodes of T 1 transmit in block B i . 2) Exactly one node of T 1 and at least one node each of T 2 and T 3 transmit in block B i . 3) At least two nodes each of T 2 , T 3 and none of T 1 transmit in block B i . Let Q 1 (i), Q 2 (i), and Q 3 (i) denote the probabilities of the events in 1), 2), and 3) respectively. Since the probability of selecting a block B i by the nodes of a given type j ∈ {1, 2, 3} is the same for all the blocks B i irrespective of i, we can write:
Also,
Here, u(n b ) is the probability that none of the nodes of Type b select a given block and v(n b ) is the probability that exactly one node of Type b selects a given block. So for b ∈ {1, 2, 3},
) (see Section III-A). By (1) and (2):
Also:
since in stage 3, only those nodes of T 2 and T 3 transmit for which collisions occurred in both the slots of the corresponding blocks of stage 1 due to two or more T 1 nodes transmitting (see Sections II-C and III-A). The total expected number of slots required by the 3-stage technique is 2l + 2 + E(K) + 2E(R). (Note that two slots are required for BPs (see Fig. 4) ).
C. Condition Used to Select Approach to be Used in Phase 2
From the description of the 3-stage technique in Sections II-C and III-A, it can be seen that in stage 1, if a T 1 node chooses block B i , it transmits in both the slots S i,1 and S i,2 , whereas if nodes of T 2 or T 3 select block B i , they transmit only in one of S i,1 or S i,2 . So, the number of collisions due to T 1 nodes is high compared to those due to T 2 or T 3 . Also, clearly the numbers of slots required in stage 2 and stage 3 increase with the number of collisions in stage 1. Therefore, the numbers of slots required in stage 2 and stage 3 increase rapidly when the number of T 1 nodes is increased. Hence, we develop a condition on n 1 : if it is less than a certain value, we use the 3-stage technique in phase 2 of the proposed scheme, else we use three separate trials of the second phase of the SRC S protocol. It is possible to check whether the condition holds because we already have a rough estimate of n 1 , i.e., n 1 , from phase 1 using which it can be checked whether the condition holds. Now, to derive the condition, note that the use of the 3-stage technique is profitable only if the number of slots required when this technique is used is less than 3l; also, note that the number of slots required increases with increase inñ 2 andñ 3 . So, we keepñ 2 andñ 3 very large, i.e., we let them approach infinity, and we derive a condition onñ 1 for which the expected number of slots required when the 3-stage technique is used is less than 3l. This ensures that when this condition is satisfied, the expected number of slots required by the 3-stage technique is ≤ 3l regardless of the values of n 2 and n 3 . Now, recall from Section III-B that the expected number of slots required by the 3-stage technique is 2l + 2 + E(K) + 2E(R). So the required condition is: 2l + 2 + E(K) + 2E(R) ≤ 3l, i.e.,
Sinceñ 2 andñ 3 are assumed to be very large, they are >> 1.6l. Therefore p 2 = min ( 1, 1.6l
n 2 ) and similarly p 3 = ( 1.6l n 3 ) (see Section III-A). Let the functions u(·) and v(·) be as defined in Section III-B. For very large values ofñ 2 :
lim
Similarly for very large values ofñ 3 : limñ 3 →∞ u(ñ 3 ) = e −1. 6 and limñ 3 →∞ v(ñ 3 ) = 1.6e −1.6 . Now, we consider the cases (I) n 1 < 1.6l and (II)ñ 1 ≥ 1.6l separately, and in each case, find the values ofñ 1 for which the condition in (5) holds.
1) Case I:ñ 1 < 1.6l: This implies p 1 = min ( 1, 1.6l n 1 ) = 1. By (3) and (4), we get:
Proposition 1: Assume that l ≥ 100. Inequality (11) holds whenñ 1 ≤ 0.864l. Also, it does not hold when 0.883l ≤ñ 1 < 1.6l.
The proof of Proposition 1 is relegated to the Appendix. Assuming that l ≥ 100 (which would most likely be the case in practice), Proposition 1 shows that wheneverñ 1 ≤ 0.864l (respectively, 0.883l ≤ñ 1 < 1.6l), E(K) + 2E(R) ≤ l − 2 (respectively, E(K) + 2E(R) > l − 2) and hence the 3-stage technique takes less (respectively, more) time on average than doing separate trials for each type of node in phase 2 of the proposed scheme.
2) Case II:ñ 1 ≥ 1.6l: This implies p 1 = 1.6l/ñ 1 . Using (3) and (4) and simplifying, we get:
= h(l,ñ 1 ) (say).
The proof of Proposition 2 is relegated to the Appendix. Assuming that l ≥ 4 (which would most likely be the case in practice), Proposition 2 shows that wheneverñ 1 ≥ 1.6l, E(K)+ 2E(R) ≥ 1.4221l > l − 2, and hence the condition in (5) is not met and doing separate trials for each type of nodes takes less time on average than using the 3-stage technique in phase 2 of the proposed scheme.
In summary, the analysis of Cases I and II shows that wheñ n 1 ≤ 0.864l (respectively,ñ 1 ≥ 0.883l), the 3-stage technique takes less (respectively, more) time on average than doing separate trials for each type of node in phase 2 of the proposed scheme. It is unclear from the analysis as to which technique takes less time whenñ 1 ∈ (0.864l, 0.883l). This question is addressed via simulations in Section IV. (b) Figure 6 : These plots show the average number of slots required in the second phase of the proposed scheme when the 3-stage technique is used and when separate trials are used for different values of n 1 , n 2 and n 3 . The following parameters are used: ε = 0.03 and l = 3009.
IV. Simulations
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed node cardinality estimation scheme via simulations. Throughout, we assume that the targeted accuracy is δ = 0.2.
In Figs. 5a and 5b , the average number of slots required in the second phase of the proposed scheme when the 3-stage technique is used is plotted versus n 2 and n 3 for n 1 = 1500 and n 1 = 4000 respectively. It can be seen that in Fig. 5a , for all the values of n 2 and n 3 considered, the 3-stage technique takes less time than doing separate trials (which takes 3l = 9027 slots). Also, in Fig. 5b , the 3-stage technique takes more time than doing separate trials. Since 1500 < 0.864 × 3009 and 4000 > 0.883 × 3009, these observations are consistent with the result derived in Section III-C that forñ 1 ≤ 0.864l (respectively,ñ 1 ≥ 0.883l), the 3-stage technique takes less (respectively, more) time than doing separate trials. Fig. 6a (respectively, Fig. 6b ) shows the number of slots required in the second phase of the proposed scheme when the 3-stage technique is used and when separate trials are used versus n 1 (respectively, n 2 ) for three different pairs of values of n 2 (respectively, n 1 ) and n 3 . It can be seen that for each set of values of n 2 (respectively, n 1 ) and n 3 , the number of slots required by the 3-stage technique increases in n 1 (respectively, n 2 ); this is because the number of collisions in stage 1 increases. Also, as n 2 (respectively, n 1 ) and n 3 increase, the number of slots required by the 3-stage technique increases; again, this is because the number of collisions increases.
Next, for given values of n 2 and n 3 , let n * 1 be the value of n 1 for which the 3-stage technique and doing separate trials require equal numbers of slots to execute on average in the second phase of the proposed scheme; note that the value of n * 1 can be obtained by using a plot such as Fig. 6a and noting the value of n 1 at which the curve for the 3stage technique intersects the horizontal line corresponding to doing separate trials. Fig. 7a shows a plot of n * 1 /l versus l for two different pairs of values of n 2 and n 3 . It can be seen that 0.864 < n * 1 /l < 0.883 for all values considered, which is consistent with the result derived in Section III-C that for n 1 ≤ 0.864l (respectively,ñ 1 ≥ 0.883l), the 3-stage technique takes less (respectively, more) time than doing separate trials. Also, by using a plot such as Fig. 7a , we can find out n * 1 , using which we can in turn find out, for given values ofñ 1 ,ñ 2 andñ 3 , whether using the 3-stage technique or separate trials would take fewer slots in the second phase in practice-note that ifñ 1 < n * 1 (respectively,ñ 1 > n * 1 ), the 3-stage technique (respectively, separate trials) would take fewer slots. Fig. 7b shows the total number of slots required (in both phases) by the scheme proposed in this paper and by the scheme in which three separate executions of the SRC S scheme are used for estimating the node cardinalities of the three types of nodes versus the relative error ε for two different sets of values of n 1 , n 2 and n 3 . It can be seen that for all the values considered, the total number of slots required by the proposed scheme is much lower than that required by the scheme that uses separate executions; this shows the efficacy of the proposed scheme.
V. Conclusions and Future Work
We designed an estimation scheme for rapidly obtaining separate estimates of the number of active nodes of each type in a heterogeneous M2M network with three types of nodes. Our scheme consists of two phases; we analytically derived a condition that can be used to decide as to which of two possible approaches is to be used in the second phase. Using simulations, we showed that our proposed scheme requires significantly fewer time slots to execute compared to separately executing the underlying estimation protocol, SRC S [20] , for homogeneous networks thrice, even though both these schemes obtain estimates with the same accuracy. In this paper, we considered a heterogeneous M2M network with three types of nodes. A direction for future research is to generalize our scheme to estimate the node cardinalities of each node type in a heterogeneous M2M network with T types of nodes, where T ≥ 2 is an arbitrary integer.
